
 

Who are we? 
Virtus Health is the largest provider of assisted reproductive services in Australia. We are also a market 
leader in Ireland, Denmark and have a growing presence in Singapore and the UK. Globally, we run 43 
fertility clinics, including IVFAustralia. We also operate 7 day hospitals and the Virtus diagnostics service.  
 
We are searching for a Quality Compliance and Risk Manager to join our NSW/ACT team. This role will 
report to the NSW/ACT Managing Director and is a key member of the IVFAustralia management team.   
 
Who are you? 
You are meticulous, organised and excel at developing strategic quality management programmes. You 
continuously seek improvement in clinical protocols and practices, and you expertly navigate auditing 
and accreditation processes. You are skilled at building relationships and are a trusted advisor to your 
colleagues. You want to be part of the growth of a business, and you want to make a difference.   
 
Imagine if we get together… 
The Quality Compliance and Risk Manager advises and supports IVFAustralia teams, leading the ongoing 
maintenance, monitoring and continuous improvement of our Quality Management Systems to ensure 
compliance with the requirements of ISO9001, RTAC Code of Practice and the WH&S legislation. 
 
Essential Qualifications 

 Tertiary qualified, you have demonstrated ability in developing and implementing strategic 
quality management principles, and a strong knowledge of project management methodologies 

 Experience planning and conducting audits 
 

Key responsibilities will include: 

 Maintain quality systems in accordance with ISO9001 and the RTAC Code of Practice. 

 Complete accreditation documentation required for existing and new sites. 

 Identify and escalate system weaknesses through system monitoring activities. 

 Process improvement and optimisation, in conjunction with department managers and the 
executive team, ensuring appropriate quality documentation. 

 Conduct internal education around compliance activities, including the requirements of ISO9001. 

 Integration of new regulations, sites and processes into the existing QMS. 

 Logging and tracking of all reported incidents, overseeing the corrective and preventive actions. 

 Identifying and reporting trends and issues that require escalation. 

 Preparing, conducting and reporting of internal audit plans. 

 Ensure that systems are in place to demonstrate review and control of quality documents. 

 Review and approve all documents to ensure compliance with internal standards. 

 Plan, coordinate and host compliance audits with approved third party auditors. 

 Development and implementation of Risk Management processes. 

 Support the MD to implement, communicate and document risk management strategies. 

 Chair WH&S Committee meetings, raising areas of concern with the relevant stakeholders 

 Maintain OH&S Incident and Risk register, reporting to and liaising with Work Safe as required 

 Submit WorkCover claims and make Return to Work related decisions. 
 
Our culture  
We are a team with a clear purpose: we work together to continuously improve the care and services we 
provide. We see a future where everyone in the community has the opportunity to create a family. 
Patient care, scientific and clinical leadership and a passion for making a difference to people’s lives is 
always at the forefront of our minds. Collaboration, agility and the curiosity to investigate new ideas is 
how we will continue to grow as a market leader. 
 
How to apply  
Please send your CV and covering letter to Anne Tumik: anne.tumik@ivf.com.au   
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